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1.  File format of QUASI (*.pod and *.atm) 
In QUASI software, a higher-dimensional structure model is defined in two different files saved in text 
files with extensions “.pod” and “.atm” [1]. 

In general, the 6D structure of iQCs consists of the several large ODs centred at high symmetrical 
positions of the 6D unit cell, and the 6D coordinates are assigned by the 6D positional vector x0. Each 
of the ODs can be decomposed into small ODs, and the centres of these are in general apart from the 
x0. The shift from the x0 in the perpendicular space is represented by xi. In addition, the shape of each 
small ODs can be defined by specifying 6D coordinates of corner vectors, ej, of their constituent 
tetrahedra. Here, the origin of corner vectors ej is at x = x0 + xi. 

In QUASI, the shape of each small ODs is defined in the “pod” file, by specifying the corner vectors 
ej of their constituent tetrahedra. In the “atm” file, the users can choose some of the small ODs in the 
“pod” file and specify their positional vectors, x0 and xi. The detailed information of these files is 
described in the literature [1]. 

 
2. How to export .pod and .atm files 

By using the PyQCstruc.ico package, the users can export vectors, ej and xi, of the ODs to in text 
files with extensions “.pod” and “.atm”, after specifying the vector x0 and the vertices that define the 
small ODs. For the shake of simplicity, only the asymmetric unit of the ODs is accepted for this export 
option. In following, I briefly explain how to export the OD “common_od_asym” which appears in the 
paper, as an example. 
 
(1) The OD (common_od_asym) is centred at edge-centre position, (1,0,0,0,0,0)/2. For the shake of 

simplicity, move it to the origin by a shift of (-1,0,0,0,0,0,0)/2 (v4): 
import numpy as np 
import pyqcstrc.ico.occupation_domain as od 
v4 = np.array([[-1, 0, 2],[ 0, 0, 1],[ 0, 0, 1],[ 0, 0, 1],[ 0, 0, 1],[ 0, 0, 1]]) 
common_od_asym = od.shift(common_od_asym,v4) 

 
(2) To specify the small ODs, it is convenient to visualize the ODs by using VESTA-3 software [2]. 

Export the OD in vesta file, and open the generated file (common_od_asym.vesta) in the software: 
vtx=od.write_vesta(obj = common_od_asym, basename = ' common_od_asymʼ, select = ʻpodatmʼ) 
Note that first line returns 6D coordinates (vlst) of the independent vertices of the OD.  
 

(3) Export the 6D coordinates (vlst) in xyz file: 
od.write_xyz(obj = vtx, basename = ' common_od_asymʼ, select = ʻvertex) 
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(4) Once the vesta file generated in (2) is successfully loaded in VESTA-3, the constituent tetrahedra 
in the OD are visualized. On selection of a ball, “site number” is displayed for the ball. 

 
(5) The users can subdivide the OD in their manner, by specifying “site number” of the vertices of 

constituent tetrahedra for each small ODs. Each subdivision has to be made so that they have 
common vertex. In this example, one can subdivide the OD (common_od_asym) into two small 
ODs. The first and second consist of three and ten tetrahedra, respectively, and these are specified 
by suing “site number” as following. 
Three constituent tetrahedra in the first small OD:  

1st tetrahedron, #4, #2, #5, #6, 
2nd tetrahedron, #4, #1, #2, #3, 
3rd tetrahedron, #4, #1, #2, #5. 

Ten constituent tetrahedra in the second small OD: 
1st tetrahedron, #9, #1, #2, #5, 
2nd tetrahedron, #9, #1, #2, #3, 
3rd tetrahedron, #9, #2, #3, #12, 
4th tetrahedron, #9, #1, #3, #7, 
5th tetrahedron, #9, #3, #7, #11, 
6th tetrahedron, #9, #3, #11, #12, 
7th tetrahedron, #9, #11, #12, #14, 
8th tetrahedron, #9, #8, #11, #14, 
9th tetrahedron, #9, #7, #8, #11, 
10th tetrahedron, #9, #7, #8, #13. 

Note that vertices #4 and #9 are common to all tetrahedra in the first and second ODs, respectively. 
 
(6) Prepare a list (vlst) specifies the above subdivisions. Constituent tetrahedra in each subdivided 

ODs are represented by a list with integer components beginning with the “site number” of the 
common vertex, which is followed by a sequence of “site number” for other three vertices, and 
they are merged into a list (vlst) as below. 
vlst = [[4,2,5,6,1,2,3,1,2,5],[9,1,2,5,1,2,3,2,3,12,1,3,7,3,7,11,3,11,12,11,12,14,8,11,14,7,8,11,7,8,13]] 
 

(7) Export “pod” and “atm” files: 
EC = np.array([[ 1, 0, 2],[ 0, 0, 1],[ 0, 0, 1],[ 0, 0, 1],[ 0, 0, 1],[ 0, 0, 1]]) 
vlst=od.read_xyz(basename = ' common_od_asym, select = ' vertexʼ) 
od.write_podatm(obj, position = EC, vertices = vtx, vlist = vlst, basename = 'strt_asymmetric') 
Here, the vector x0 is specified by ‘position’ which corresponds to 6D coordinates (EC). 
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